Trainee –Engineering App Manager

We develop simple and practical software for use in farm business management, agricultural
machinery and environmental conservation. Our software applications address the bespoke
requirements of individual user groups, enabling efficient and effective management of equipment,
land and environment across agricultural and farming businesses. In the past year we have launched
two highly successful apps and have three more in development.
Our bright, ambitious trainees utilise their knowledge of engineering to work with end users as well
as with coders, in the building of applications that support farming and land business. Previous
software development experience is not necessary, as full training will be given. The role includes
liaison with experienced managers and technicians working with client businesses, to harness their
expertise and to translate it into applications that help businesses to manage the utilisation,
maintenance and care of their people, sites, plant and equipment.
Our conscientious, adaptable and highly motivated trainees have the opportunity to participate in
scoping and developing individual apps - working with leading farms and estates - and the
opportunity to take responsibility, on a project by project basis, for taking an engineering or rural
business app through from inception to delivery, testing and evaluating its use in the market.
Trainees are fully supported by experienced mentors and colleagues, immersed in an exciting and
varied job role and will spend their working time in an environment they love.
If you want to build a rewarding career creating smart solutions for the rural sector, great career
prospects await you.
Successful applicants will be based in our office in Witney, Oxfordshire and nationwide travel will be
part of the development process. Candidates can expect an excellent trainee salary starting at
£26,000, plus benefits including a company car, healthcare, pension and bonus schemes.
Full UK driving licence is required.
www.meritcheck.co.uk
www.safetyrevolution.co.uk
Closing date: Friday 7th May 2021
To apply in confidence please submit a CV with cover letter to Sophie Walker at
s.walker@revolutiongroupltd.com

